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Developed for optimal security
Mymesh operates on the highest level of security

1.

Download the Mymesh Light Commissioning App

Register the Ipad

Connect the Gateway on the bottom left

Select your domain

Register the network
Download the Mymesh Commissioning Light App
Open the Apple App Store.
Search for “Mymesh Light Commissioning”  (blue Icon)
Select this App and click op “install”.
Open the Mymesh Light Commissioning App.
Register the Ipad
Click “Register” on the top left of the screen.
A screen pops up with a unique UUID code (4 digits). You need to send this code,
the name of the iPad, and the e-mail address of the administrator to the e-mail
		
address in the screen.
Chess connects your iPad to your organization. After which, all your registered orders will
immediately Appear on the screen..
Connect the Gateway
Click on the red circle on the bottom left of the screen.
Click on the “BLE Status: Disconnected” in the pop-up menu.
Turn on your Bluetooth gateway with the slider button on the side.
The gateway will Appear on your screen within the list of available gateways. If this is not the
case, press “Refresh List”.
-

Click on the gateway to connect it to the App. The status will change to
“Connected”.
Click on “Available Orders” on the top left of the screen to return to the home screen.

Open your domain. An active Internet connection is needed for this step.
Click on your domain.
The App verifies your credentials with the Mymesh server. For this step, an active Internet  
connection is needed. After the verification, the App can run without an active Internet
connection.

Note: The App only communicates with your Mymesh network via the Bluetooth
gateway. When the connection is lost, return to “Connect the gateway” and take it
from there.

2.

Enjoy an unprecedented ease-of-use
Simply add, change or remove rooms and floors

3.

Press “+” to add a floor.

Press & hold to change a floor

Press “+” to add a new room

Press & hold to change a room

Create a building
Add, change or remove floors
Underneath “Devices” in the left column, you can see all the unconfigured devices. Sensors
and Switches are asleep hence not visible yet. Configuration of these devices is described
on the next page.
		
Add floor
Click on the “+” button to create a new floor.
Change floor
Press & hold the floor until a menu pops up.
Change the name in the “Name” field.
The App will ask you to save your new settings.
Delete a floor
Press & hold the floor until a menu pops up.
Press “Delete”
or
Swipe a floor to the right (a red delete indicator will appear)

Note: New settings become active after these have been saved. When a device has unsaved
settings, it displays a red exclamation mark. All you need to do is press “Save” in the bottom
right of the screen. You can continue to use the App while it is saving.

Add a room
Go to the designated floor.
Press the “+” button on the top right of the screen to create one or multiple rooms.
Change a room
Press & hold a room until a menu appears.
Change the name of the room in the “Room” field.
The app will ask you to save your new settings.
Delete a room
Press & hold a room until a menu appears.
Press “Delete”.

4.
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Press the radar icon to activate SSI

Tap on a light to let it blink

Press & hold a light to select “Identify”

Press the gear icon to active “DLC”

Press & hold a light to control it.

Drag lights, sensors or switches into the rooms

Configure a room
Signal Strength Indicator (SSI)
The radar icon activates the signal strength indicator. This feature visualizes and filters the
signal strength of every device, placing the strongest/nearest device to the top.
-

Press the radar icon and wait for all devices to rearrange.
Sensors/Switches need to be activated in order to appear in the list.

Identify a light
You can do this in three ways:
		Method 1
Press a light in the left column. The light will now start to blink.
		Method 2
Press & hold a light in the left column.
In the menu that appeared, press “Identify. The light will now start to
		blink.
		Method 3
Go to the floor level screen and press the gear icon on the top left.
Turn on “Direct light control” (DLC).
Press & hold a light from the left column. A menu appears with a control slider. You
can now switch or dim the light. If the light is compatible with tunable white, you can
		
change the tint and intensity to a setting of your liking.
		Activate sensors and switches
		Sensor
The motion -and high bay sensor have a hidden button in one of the corners. On the
		
back side there is an arrow pointing towards the right corner.
Press & hold the button until the sensor turns red. The sensor now becomes visible
		in the App.
		Switch
Press & hold the two “-” buttons for three seconds. The switch will become visible in
		
the App after it beeps.
When a bluetooth gateway is connected and a sensor or remote has been triggered
(indicated by a green icon on the device), it stays awake for along the bluetooth gateway is
connected to the network.
		Configure a room
Open the room / create a room you want to configure.
Position yourself (Anchor) at a recognizable place such as an entrance.
Press & hold a light from the left column and drag it to map on the right.
To commission a light from the room, simply drag it back to the left column.
The red exclamation mark appears when a new setting is sent to a device.  
Press “Save” to keep this new setting.

6.

Press the + icon in the top right

Select a role for the Micro BLC

7.

Tap the lights you want to add and press save

Create a zone
Create a new zone
When you selected a room, press the  ‘+’ icon in the top right corner.  This creates a new zone.
Select the zone in the left panel
Tap the devices you want to add to the selected zone.
Press ‘Save’ in the bottom right corner.
Add as much zones as you need.
Lights can be added to 3 zones simoulanously. Sensors can only be added to one zone.
Create overlapping groups
-

For you new zone, select lights that are already assigned to other zones

Micro BLC + Add-on Sensor
The Micro BLC can be used as a light, sensor or both within a zone. You can select your
preferences by pressing the Micro BLC in zone selection mode.
Assign the role you want to Micro BLC to play within your selected zone

8.
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Master light controller
Control a building, floor or room based on lightlevels
The Micro BLC + LightSensor can only be used as master hysteresis light controller on a building
or one or more floors . The light sensor needs to be enabled and the lamp disabled in the
device list before the micro BLC is placed on the building/floor.
		
Drag the device to the designated master field
The app will ask you if a light sensor is attached.
Check if the light sensor is properly attached and answer accordingly.

10.

Control your building
Turn off a complete building/floor with just one switch

11.

Drag a switch to control a whole building

Drag a switch to control a whole floor

Press & hold a master switch for its menu

The different buttons of the Mymesh switch

Master Switch (MS)
Create a master switch
The network can have multiple operational master switches. These switches can be
configured to control a floor or whole building. When added, a master switch is automatically
in “Master” configuration.
		
		Add a master switch on building level
Go to the screen with all the floors.
Drag a switch to the designated field above the available floors.
		Add a master switch on floor level
Go to the screen with all the rooms.
Drag a switch to the designated field above the available rooms.
Configure a master switch
A physical master switch has multiple configurations which can be changed in the master
switch menu. [image 17].
Master configuration
		Overrule (OFF)
		The overrule configuration overrules all settings in the network. This means it turns all
lights off.
			
		Ready (ON)
		The ready configuration activates all settings in the network. It turns the network ON
in the mode that was commissioned.
			
		Emergency
		In the emergency configuration, all lights will turn on with a 100% output.
				
Other configurations
All other configurations only activate the big round button. This means that a switch with an
emergency configuration can only trigger an emergency state with the round button in the
center. All other buttons are not active in this configuration.
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Go to “Room settings” and enable “Scenes”

Press and hold a light to configure a scene

Light output

Power output
How Mymesh dims your light

13.

Press and hold a light to configure a scene

Set scenes and room settings
Activate scenes
At room level, a gear icon is visible in the top left of the screen.
Press the gear icon for the “Room Settings” menu
Activate “Scenes”
		
Configure Scenes
Press & hold a light within a room
Select the “Scenes” tab
Configure the desired output for every scene,
Repeat this action with every light in the room.
Some friendly advice: Configure scene 1 on 0% to turn off all lights with a switch while
automatic daylight harvesting is activated.

Room settings
Lamp
		Minimum dim level
Unfortunately, it can occur that lights from different brands/makes have not the
same dim capacity. Some lights will switch off when other lights are still able to dim.
In order to solve this, we came up with the minimum dim level setting. It enables you
to set a minimum output for your lights. We calculated that lights with the lowest
dim capacity can dim till 10%.
Startup Level
All lights go to this level when the network is switched on. This can occur when a 		
building lost power or when no sensors/switches were configured in a room.
		Fade time
		This setting configures the speed of which a light fades to the desired level.
		
Motion sensor
		Hold time
		After a detected movement, the sensor will keep the lights on for this duration.
		Automatic fall back function
This timer is also the indication for the automatic fall back time. When you have a
motion sensor and a remote switch for scenes and you leave the room while it’s in a
scene, it will fall back after the hold time expires without detecting any movements.
		
		Publish set points
Configure the light intensity when (no) motion is detected.  
Lamp settings
Press and hold a light within a room
Select the “Lamp settings”
With output ratio you can select maximum current for the driver between 50-100%
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Press & hold a lamp to control it

Select the desired tone/intensity.

15.

Press “on” at the right side of the configuration bar.

Tunable White
Enable wirelessly controlled tunable white. This means that lights with a
tunable white option can be wirelessly controlled via the device list in the Mymesh App.
Note: Make sure Direct light control is activated
		
		Select the lamp
Open the right room
Press & hold the light in the left column
-

Turn the light on
Press “On” at the right side of the configuration bar.

		Select the desired output
Slide on the configuration bar to select the right tone and intensity for your light.

16.
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A 4DI can control rooms, floors and buildings

Select which rooms you want to control with the 4DI

Select the desired function of the master switch.

Configure the desired light levels for contact open/
closed

Mini BLC 4DI
The Mini BLC-4DI can be used for many different purposes. The 4DI has four digital inputs
which can be used to control one ore multiple rooms.
		
		Create a set
First you create a set. A set can be one or multiple rooms which will be controlled by
		this 4DI.
		Configure the inputs
When a set is created, you can configure the inputs. For each input the set and
configuration are selected. The 4DI inputs can be used as two different settings.
		1.
Master Switch.
2.
Absence / Presence
		

For option 1 you only have to select which function of the master switch should
be used for contact close and contact open.

		Note: If a room in the set contains a motion sensor, the option ‘publish set point’
needs to be turned off.
Option 2 requires more settings to be changed. When this is still enabled, the
notification “(!) Some of the selected rooms can still publish set points” will be in your
		screen. Now for the contact open and contact closed you can set absence and
		
presence set points to select a light level.
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Press and hold your building in the building list

Select the desired function of the master switch.

19.

Press the option icon on the top right

Building export

It is possible to back up or share your building file with others.  
Note: the recipient needs to be validated on the building order.
		
		Go to the building list and press/hold your building
The title bar of your building changes colour and an option icon starts to appear in on 		
		top right.
		Press the option icon (square with arrow)
A pop-up appears that enables you to rename your building export file. Press “OK” to
		continue.
		After you pressed “OK” another option menu pops up, giving you a few options.
			Backup
Press Chess backup to send the building file to the secure Chess server.
			
			Mail
You can E-mail your building export file as an attachment to anyone.
			Airdrop
			When the recipient is nearby, you can airdrop the file to another Ipad. Once
			
the airdrop is accepted.
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Switch

Connected is the new on.

CONNECTED

OFF
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